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From the Corp Board President
Steven L. Stein '73 (0787)

B. Keith Hughes '96 (1001)

Peter Nguyen '97 PL'94

Economics& Computer Science/A&S
Wilmington, DE

Bio & Society/HumEc

James Q. Dunlap '95 (1002)

Todd Russell '95 PL'94

Animal Science/ALS
Machias, NY

Stratton, VT

Marco Cabassi '96 (1003)

Daniel Turinsky '97 PL'94

A&EP/Eng
Rome, Italy

ILR
Staten Island,NY

Thomas Harp '97 PL '94
A&EP/Fng
Kenmore, NY

Raymond Wang '97 PL'94
Fine Arts/AAP

Matthew S. Harbnan '97 PL '94

Patara Yongvanich '97 PL'94

Chemistry & Psychology/A&S
Hershey,PA

Mechanical Engineering
Bangkok,Thailand

West Orange, NJ

Hotel

Stamford, CT

Jason McKee '97 PL'94

01emistry/A&S
Saratoga Springs, NY

Good Luck Seniors!

l11epast few months have been
trying timesfor CornellAcacia.With
the devastatingloss of BrotherDavid
Lewandowski '94, followed a short
time later by a structural fire at 318
Highland Road,the Brotherhoodand
the Corporation have faced some
tough challenges. We have alJ
emerged from our grief somewhat
stronger and more appreciative of
what we have.
The Corporationis trying to come
up with enoughmoneyto pay the last
instal1mentof the $23,000 roof repair. Unfortunately,because of the
fire and other emergencies, our re-

serves are depleted. We are hoping
those of you who can, please dig a
littledeeperin yourpocketsand help
us out. When you send your donation,just indicatewhat portionyou'd
like to earmark for the roof fund.
Thanks!
Pleasejoin us at the AnnualCorporation Board Meeting on Saturday, May 7, 1994 al 11:00 AM.
Pleasewriteus a noteso we know
what's happeningin yourlife. We'll
be sure to print it jn the next Traveler, and yourcollegefriendswill be
glad to read about you.
Have a great summer!

1994 Corporation Board Annual Meeting
The Annual Meeting of The Cornell Chapter of
Acacia Fraternity, Inc. will be Saturday, May 7, 1994,
at 11:00 am at Acacia Fraternity, 318 Highland Road,
Ithaca, NY 14850 (607-257-7055).
Refreshments and lunch will be provided.
Cast your vote for the future o,f your Fraternity
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Venerable
Dean'sStatement

From the Pulpit
Jason Wang '96 (0997)
At the tender age of nineteen, a sunoundings. It's Hke I'm driving
boy such as myself should not be down a highway and a there are signs
concerned wiU1U1e"real world." But . telling me to be cautious of the small
alas, my world, along with most all pebble 234.25 feet ahead of me. In
of my Brothers', came tumbling
any case, those rose-colored glasses
down early this semester as tragedy of youth have been traded in for a
suuck boU1the Brotllerhood and its pair witll clear lenses.
castle, Nonhcote. Now that we are
Similarly, my position as Venermore than half-way through tlle se- able Dean has brought new experimester, and things have calmed down ences, and, therefore, a new perspeca bit, I can step hack and take a look live on life. Specifically, in compariat the big picture from both a per- son with my personal outlook, I have
sonal perspective as a teena keener eye for not only the
ager, and an official perspecrisks involved, but also the
tive as Venerable Dean.
........
liability and on whose shoulIt has always been my per·::::::::::::::::ders blame would fall if somesonal belief that health is the
·:=:::::::::::=:=thing were to happen.
For
prime priority in life. Howexample, just a few weeks ago,
ever, never before has it been
during
Cornell's
annual
so distinct. As an adolescent, my Dragon Day festivities, I mentioned
concerns with my health were mostly to a friend that I was glad that I was
centered
around
topics
of not responsible for the event. Berelatively little consequence, such as sides the traditional war between
getting enough sleep, eating right, Architects and Engineers, Ulere were
and other rather minor concerns.
snow and ice balls being torpedoed
Nowadays, however, it seems that I across the Arts Quad, while halflook both ways three or four times dlunken Architects dressed in Medibefore crossing the street, I drive eval gear complete wiUl swords and
about seven miles per hour slower shields literally mauled potential agthan I used lo, and with every situa- gressors. Although most of it was
LionI see, the risks and possibilities in good humor, Ulere were more than
for accidents jump out at me. Para- a few incidents of heated arguments
noia is too strong a word to use, but and thrown punches. Even with the
I am definitely more aware of my omnipresent Cornell Police present,

a
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Michael J. Budreski '94 (0978)

Christopher J. Race IC'95 (0990)

Chemical Engineering
Bourne, MA

Acrounting
Blossvale, NY

James E. Fu '94 (0979)

Gerard S. Martin '95 (0991)

Psychology/A&S
Dayton,OH

Hotel Management
Waldwick, NJ

Michael I. Cvijanovich '94 (0981)

Brian R. Sivillo '96 (0993)

Biology/AL$
Ithaca, NY

Hotel Management
Erie, PA

Michael A. Wilhelm '94 (0982)

Todd E. Peskin '95 (0994)

Hotel Management
Fairview, PA

Computer Science/Eng
Washington Crossing, PA

Arif S. Haq '94 (0983)

Christopher T. Hill '95 (0995)

Biology/ALS
Canton, NY

Animal Science/ALS
NorUlStonington, CT

David M. Banfield '95 (0985)

Jon M. Poelma '96 (0996)
AgriculturaJ Economics/ALS
Cuba, NY

Oiemistry/ A&S
East Liverpool, OH

Plant Science/ALS
Deer Park, NY

Jason Wang '96 (0997)
Mechanical Engineering
Scranton, PA

Kevin V. Slesinsky '95 (0987)

Eric C. Wong '96 (0998)

Electrical Engineering
Binghamton, NY

Computer Science/Eng
Los Altos Hills, CA

Peter Vinogradov '95 (0988)

Marc Chimonas '95 (0999)

Linguistics/A&S
Wappingers Falls, NY

Biology/A&S
Atlanta, GA

Joshua A. McCoy '94 (0989)

William Kelly '96 (1000)

Biology/ALS
Ridgeley, WV

Hotel
Cameron Park, CA

Thomas G. Zbnmerman '95 (0986)
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HOMECOMING
1994
Mark your calendars for
September 17-18
for a fun-filled weekend
• Meet the currentBrothers
• Revisit Northcote
• Reunitewith your friends
• Cheeron the Big Red
• Enjoy a dinner-dance

Watch for an early-autumn
mailing for details

No. l
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it was obvious that the handful of
officers would not be able to handle
a large brawl. Finally, after the fire
was lit, there were large pieces of
flaming cardboard flying from various parts of the dragon's head amt
neck. Since it was a windy day, I
wouldn't be surprised if someone
got a little singed from the burning
dehris. The point is, in this situation
where most peoples' thoughts are on
entertainment and cultural growth,
my thoughts were concentrated on
the immense risk and liability involved in such an affair.
From these explanations, it must
seem that I have become a pessimistic paranoid cynic. And, although it
is true that many of my attitudes have
gone through certain tests that make
me a bit more cautious, I have also
gained a more complete appreciation of how lucky I am. Previously,
my thoughts centered on relatively
frivolous concerns linked to academics and business. Although important in their own right, these
particular subjects do not compare
to the heart of what life is about. So
these days, I feel that my health,
family, friends, and Brotherhood are
what make life worth living.
Concurrently, my perception of
the important things in fraternity life
have also changed. Every semester,
discussion around the House revolves
around two or three main subjects .
The rush program and social pro-

gram calendars are usually popular
topics of conversation. We never
really did talk about the strength,
character, and quality of the Brotherhood. However, early this semester, that turned out to be the most
important feature of our Fraternity. I
think we all just took it for granted.
It's sad that it took tragedy to bring
out the strength of this Brotherhood.
Similarly, when I'm on the phone
with the Corporation Board, typing
out my chapter meeting agenda, or
dealing with the usual paperwork thal
goes with being Venerable Dean,
and things aren't going my way, I
just think about my revised priorit.ies
and perspective, and things aren't
that frustrating anymore.
Well, soon my term as Venerable
Dean will be over, and the burdens
of this huge responsibility will lie
upon someone else's able shoulders.
Looking back to my installment into
this office, I never would have imagined that my perspective and priorities would change so much in so
little time. To the next Venerable
Dean, I just hope that you have a
strong heart, and lots of patience ...
and your priorities in order. Whal a
long, strange trip it's been.

&

•
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JustWords
Peter Vinogradov'95 (0988)
Speech is naught but air
thm's broken,

each and every word that's spoken,
umd or Private, Foul or Fair,
i11its substance,is but air.
- Geoffrey Chaucer

A leslamentto this notion is the
fact U1atif we were to hear Chaucer
say it, it wouldsound like nonsense.
k tileriversof time and spacework
increasingly to separate sons from
fathers and explorers from their
homelands,tileintricatecode of broken sound twists and bends, conforming to the daily needs of those
who converse. From slight differences in accent grow dialects, and
from U1esegrow separatelanguages.
But tile languagesdon't evolvein
one liletime, or even five lifetimes.
We enjoy a certain stability in our
linguisticconvention which allows
us to think that our language, and
hence,our way of thinking are true
and eternal. As Americans,we look
acrossour country and see dialectical differenceswhich we decide are
quaint. We look within our own
cities at the so-called"bad pans" of
town and decide that the language
spoken there is lazy or primitive.
And yet, it is only because we still
untterstand these dialects 1hat we

don't recognize them for what they
arc - languages, as communicative,
infonnative, and viable as any other.
And so it is that we lose sight of the
fact that the power of language lies
not in any rigidity or constancy,bul
in its infiniteflexibility- in its ability
to change,and in our ability to grow
wiU1it. But to make the most of this
potential, we need to have the courage to change our language Losuil
our thought and our experience,and
not forcetom01TOw's
experienceinto
the confines of today's language.
And it seemsto me that we Americans, with our many varietiesof English, are most in danger of being
ignoranl. Here in Europe, where
Hollywoodconsistentlyholds tiletop
ten in moviefavorites,and where tile
government has Loforce radio stationsto reducethe amountof English
they send over the airwaves,people
are acutely aware of the intrinsic
flexibility,oflanguage,and its inexorable link to the shape of culture and
society. For better or for worse,
American culture and ideology are
swallowing the rest of the world.
The Europeans, however, are not
going down without a fight, and U1at
fight, if nothingelse, will leave U1em
wiU1an appreciationfor the invasive
power of language.
Are we lo be contenttilal Amc1ica

No. I
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In Proud Memory of Our Brother

David MartinLewandowski
"Wendell" (0984)
February 3, 1973 - February 3, 1994

So live, that when thy summons comes
to join the innumerable caravan,
which moves to that mysterious realm,
where each shall take his chamber in
the silent halls of death, thou go not
like the quarry slave at night,
scourged to his dungeon, but,
sustained and soothed by an unfaltering trust; approach thy grave, like one
who wraps the drapery of his couch
about him, and lies down to pleasant
dreams.

21
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ROBERT H SNIDER '48 (0455) PL'47
STEVEN L STEIN '73 (0747) PL '70
FREDERICK W TIERNEY JR. '71 (0763) PL'68
WILLIAM WICKHAM '51 (0450) PL'47
CHARLES O WILLITS '25 (0261) PL'25
ALBERT S WOODFORD '45 (0436) PL' 42
JOHN P WOODFORD '47 (0435) PL' 42
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is winning the cultural war and es- one; someone who understand,; what
tablish.ing itself as the nerve center I mean, and not just what I say. A
of the new global community? Per- fine example of th.is,of course, was
haps. Perhaps we should be glad that Dave Lewandowski.
a unified mentality is slowly being
Dave was someone I could speak
insinuated into the rest of the world's to with a smile or a shrug. If someminds. However, if we are to be thing was hugging me, I'd never had
satisfied with this, then we mu~t also to say more than a few sentences
recognize that we, perhaps more than before he was able to totally empaany other world citizens, are also thize with me. We both loved Noam
being manipulated. When soap is Chomsky (although it was Dave who
advertised as ninety-nine point forty- first showed me that Chom<;kywasn't
four, we don't really think about just a linguist), and we both agreed
what that percentage means. When that the American mind was indeed
the government talks about
being shaped by the so-called
"democracy in Latin America,"
'necessary illusions' of govwe don't think about Neo-Co... .. ...
ernment and media. Political
lonialism and Monoculture.
:::::::::::::::::discussions with Dave were
Our speech is censored from
·:::::<:::::=::less like debates and more
all sides by conservatives and
like personal reflections. We
by liberal PC activists. As
almost always shared the
Americans, we are unable to mean- same conclusions, so voicing my
ingfully discuss any issue because opinions to him was a good way for
the tenninology which has been in- me to put my thoughts in order, and
fliLted on us precludes any compre- to reassure myself that someone out
hension of intricacies.
there understood me.
As a speech-endowed human and
On Saturday morning, February
an American, therefore, I've had to fifth, Jim Fu caned me, and gave me
accept the fact that my expression is news that morning that my pathetic
severely limited by what I can say human language was unequipped to
and by what other people can under- deal with. I don't remember what I
stand. I'm always excited, therefore, said when I learned that Dave had
when I meet someone who doesn't died, hut I'm sure it was gibberish.
just speak English, but who actually Ironically, the only person who
'speaks my language' (so to speak). would have understood the feelings
A close friend to me is someone behind that gibberish was Dave himwho's in tune with me on a prag- self, so all I could do was picture him
malic level, and not just a semantic sitting there beside me and helping

t

-+Jf);_
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CHAPTER ETERNAL
John B. Cheney DVM '24 (0239) - 4/6/94
Cyril F. Campbell '25 (0260) - 10/4/93
Dr. Charles M. Clark '37 (0335) - 1/21/93
David Lewandowski '95 (0984) - 2/3/94
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me come to terms.
I remember when I saw him last.
just as I was getting ready for my
year abroad in Paris. He said, "Pete,
I can't believeyou're leaving me." I
could give no good answer to that,
but Dave knew he was the last thing
at Camell I would ever want to leave.
So as I imagined him sitting there in
my living room that Saturday morning, and watching me drip tears into
a cup of lukewaim coffee, I knew it
was my tw-nto say good-bye, to ask
why he was leaving, and to provide
my own answers.
I never heard any of the eulogies

VOL
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for him. but I imagine they would
have fallen on deaf ears; the feelings
in my mind surrounding Dave don't
relatevery well to words. When I left
him, I expected to see him again, and
when I last wrote to him, I expected
he would see the lener. None of
these expectations will ever be met,
however, and I will always feel the
need to say something to him. So I
suppose now, that he'll have to accept my broken air or my dried ink,
and understand that he's always in
my mind.
Go in peace, my friend, and may
God bless you.
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PAUL C JAMES '56 (0606) PL'55
ALAN L JETTE '82 (0895) PL'79
WILLIAM L KELTZ '61 (0632) PL'58
LAFAYETTE W. "PETE" KNAPP JR. '51 (0509) PL'49
A. LEE KNIGHT '71 (0757) PL'68

THOMAS E KOCOVSKY JR. '69 (0730) PL'66
JOHN L KRAKAUER '62 (0642) PL'59
JERRY W KREIDER '68 (0720) PL'65
JOHN A MACIAG JR. '76 (0802) PL'72
WILBER C MAKER '44 (0419) PL'42
JOHN MALE '58 (0600) PL'55

The Answer to Brotherhood
Brian Sivillo '96 (0993)

When you are a pledge,one of the
hardest questions for you to ask or
answer is the question of what is
brotl1erhood. When you become a
new Brother the light gets a little
brighter, but the question can still
remain unanswered. Although every Brother answers the question in
his own way, Brotherhood bonds
everyone together. Every Brother
must strive to answer the question.
For it is only through Brotherhood
that we are bonded together.
To me, Brotherhood is not a decree. When you become a Brother,

you must also choose to join the
Brotherhood. These two steps do not
share a cause-and-effectrelationship.
The choice of Brotherhood must be
made with actions more than words.
These actions may be different for
everyone. However, they all share
the same outcome.
I feel that here at Acacia many of
us have chosen to embrace Brotherhood. We are a closely-knit group
who enjoy helping each other out.
One may ask what the benefits of
Brotherhood,notjust being a Brother,
are. Brotherhood bonds Acacia to-

MARK F MALTENFORT '77 (0831) PL'74
DANIEL R MERRILL '83 (0907) PL'80
ROBERT C MERRITT '75 (0807) PL'73
SAMUEL C MORRIE '81 (0833) PL'74
STANLEY R NIMAN '73 (0783) PL'70
WILLIAM PENDARVIS JR. '47 (0440) PL'46
CHESTER L POHL '51 (0495) PL' 49
ANDREWS REGENBAUM '93 (0973) PL'90
ROBERT T RECD '39 (0346) PL'35
DAVID J SANGREE '84 (0917) PL'8l
MARK A SCHATEN MD '84 (0923) PL'82
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MARTINS CARDINALI '84 (0918) PL'8l
JOHN W CARPENTER III '91 (0959) PL'87
DAVID L CHAMPLIN '55 (0546) PL'52
JOHN B CHENEY DVM '24 (0239) PL'23
JOHN M CLARKSON 'GR (0309) PL'29
ETHAN H COSGRIFF '82 (0889) PL'79
SCOTT H DULMAN '83 (0899) PL'80
ROBERTS FASH '59 (0594) PL'55
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gether. It provides help when we
need help, comfort when we need
comfort, respect when we need respect, strength when we need
strength, and friendship when we
need friendship.
Brotherhood is also more than
that. It is something you can count
on. If you share the common bond
with another Brother, you do not
have to ask for the things I mentioned above. Brotherhood means
that these things will be given to you
as long as the commonbond is intact.

7

The common bond does not stop at
graduation. Brotherhood lasts forever.
Lately, Acacia's Brotherhoodhas
been tested. Thankfully, we have
been able to pull through. This was
not due to the fact that we were
Brothers, but the fact that we all
share a Brotherhood.
I love my Brotl1ers. I love the
Brotherhood. Find your answer,
because only tllrough the Brotherhood can you truly be called an Acacian.

JOHN F FELDSTED '77 (0824) PL'74
CAREYW FLETCHER '58 (0596) PL'55
ROBERT D FLICKINGER '47 (0434) PL'42

Meet Your Pledges

OWEN L FRENCH '38 (0344) PL'35
JOHN C GAMMEL '77 (0826) PL'74
WILLIAM B GIBSON '48 (0437) PL'43
PAUL B GOLDBERG '71 (0755) PL'68
WILLIAM B HAIRSTON Ill '80 (0873) PL'77
PAUL HAYRE '91 (0970) PL'
HENRY L HOOD '43 (0407) PL' 40
STEVEN R HOROWITZ '92 (0966) PL'89
CHARLES W HUFFINE III '86 (0931) PL'83
BURTON F INGLIS '40 (0385) PL'38
JONATHAN JACOBY '92 (0967) PL'89

Thomas S. Harp '97 is a freshman in UteCollege of Engineering.
He is consideringApplied and Engineering Physics for a major with a
concentrationin Space Sciences. He
hopes to go to graduate school and
pursue research in that area. On
campus, he is employed by an anlioppression group and enjoys working in the social sciences. For recreation, he listens to music and plays a
wide variety of sports, his favorites
being ice hockey and football.
Ajax (pledge name) is from Buffalo, New York, and is still a devoted
Bills fan. He is pledging Acacia
because he has found a friendship
with all the Brothers and wants to

experience and contribute to fraternity life. Althoughhe cannotwait to
be initiated, he enjoys pledge life as
well as his life at Cornell.
Matthew S. Hartman '97 is a freshman in the College of Arts & Sciences. He is currentlya dual Chemistry and Psychology major and
hopes to follow in his father's footsteps by being pre-med. For fun
Matt enjoys swimmingenjoys swimming.
Matt lives in Hershey, Pennsylvania (a.k.a. Chocolatetown,
U.S.A.). Matt is pledging Acacia
because he wants to experience fraternity life and contribute to the

8
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Brotherhood. He enjoys pledging
and hopes to help Acacia in fraternity intramurals. He is looking forward to the life of Brotherhood and
hopes to have a positiveinfluenceon
the Cornell community.
Jason McKee '97 is a freshman
in the College of Arts & Sciences,
probably majoringin Chemistry and
possibly pre-med. Jason is the son
of Mr. Rodney Wood McKee and
Mrs. Susan Laar Dake of Saratoga
Springs, New York. Jason enjoys
skiing, biking, hiking, rock
climbing, and swimming.
Pledging and schoolwork
have take a lot of time, but
Jason looks forward to the
challenge and anxiously
awaits initiation.

VoL87

instructor at Stratton. Todd is the
oldest member of the pledge class.
Having transferred from the University of New Hampshire he has found
a Greek house to his liking and will
make us proud.
His extracurricular activities include skiing, volleyball, and flirting.
Scholastically, Todd is a Hotel major with sights set on one day being a
high-class general manager. When
asked about his goals while at Cornell, he answered, "Being a good
student and Brother, and enjoying
life."

Peter Nguyen '97 is from West
Orange,New Jersey. He is presently
a freshmanin the College of Human
Ecology. As a Biology and Society
major, Peter plans to someday study
medicine. By pledging Acacia, he
hopes to form lasting friendships
and hopefully begin a committee to
benefitthe community. Peter enjoys
skiing, tennis, soccer, and the martial arts. He also has an interest in
Emergency Medical Services.

Dan Turinsky '97 is in the
School of Indust:tialand Labor
Relations. Like most ILRies,
he is considering going on to
law school. However,that decision will not be made any
time in the near future. At least for
the present, he is savoring life at
Cornell, which has lived up to all of
his expectations.
Dan enjoys playing tennis, and
will be working as a tennis instructor
over the summer.He has also played
intramural tennis, as well as soccer
and bowling, over the course of the
year. He is looking forward to a
bright future in whatever endeavor
he chooses.

Todd Russell '95 hails to us right
from the slopes of Vermont, where
in his spare time he is a dedicatedski

Raymond Wang '97 is from
Stamford,Connecticut. He is a freshman in the College of Arts & Sci-

*
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the girls sent us a letter thanking us
and asking for more. I guess we will
just have to oblige.
We traveled to Canada for some
real partying in March. We all had a
great time meeting our Canadian
neighbors,especially at the Carleton
Nile party.
The coming weeks are going to
be pretty busy with a Dress-Up,
Dress-Down Casino Night thrown
by the pledges in April. lllis
meanswe wearjacketsand ties,
but we get to show our lovely
white legs from our Bermuda
shorts. We will get dressed up
for real on May 8 when we
repeat last year's grand finale
on a formal dinner cruise around
Cayuga Lake. By the way, congratulations Brother Carpenter. (He became engagedlast year on this cnlise
and tied the knot on April 2 of this
year). We are certainly not done
with the mixers yet as evidenced by
our lovely I.C.girls. I am also in the
middleof furtheringour international
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relations. I talked to the AOH social
chairs of both Cornell and Ottawa.
A Can-Am mixer will probably not
happen this year, but it looks good
for next fall.
Last, but certainlynot least, let us
not forget our glorious AKAK Cup.
Because of the busy semester we
have decided to combine this competition into one fun-filled,wild day
at the end of the semester.
I have had a great time in
my year as socialchair. I have
enjoyed playing the role of
entertainer, and I have also
even learned some practical
things in doing business. As
we growin numbersand therefore money this job will become
even better. I will help next year's
Junior Dean take full advantage of
the opportunitiesthat come with this
growth such as, say, a Nile party and
more mixers. I wish the future Junior Dean the best of luck, and I thank
the Brotherhood for giving me the
opportunity to entertain them.

*

DONOR ROLL
KENT A BELVIN '70 (0736) PL'67
ROBERT J BERGREN '50 (0443) PL'47
STEWART L BURGER '70 (0738) PL'67
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Charles W. Huffine III '86 (0931) [563 Bram Hall Dr., Rochester, NY 14626]wants lo know if there are any Little Sistersor sorority
girls around, as he is stiJl looking!
John W. CarpenterID '91 (0959) [2291 Lexington Dr., Apt. 114,
Mt. Prospect,IL 60056] can't wait to get married. He's still cranking
out pinball machinesleft and right. Andy Brenner '90 (0953) moved
to IL recentlyand is makingbig bucks with a Chicagolaw firm. Dave
Rkkerby '91 (0960) may soon be marryinga doctor. Steve Horowitz
'92 (0966) and Jon Jacoby '92 (0967) live in the big apple and can't
get dates. Bill Carnmuso '92 (0965) has a Porsche, motorcycle,and
a blonde girlfriend, Christine.
Andrew S. Regenbaum '93 (0973) [4400 Lindell Blvd., Apt.
15B, St. Louis, MO 63108] enjoyed seeing Brothers Rosenthal '90
(0955), Rfckerby '91 (0960), Carpenter '91 (0959), Nolan '91
(0969), Eworonsky '92 (0977), Scutt '92 (0971), Waxmonsky '92
(0964), Goldstein '93 (0974), Horowitz '92 (09(,6),and Jacoby '92
(0967) at the 1000th Brother party.
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ences Art, Architecture,& Planning.
He is currently an undeclared artist.
The hopesto followhis father's footsteps to becomeinvolvedin the film
business. Ray enjoyspainting,drawing, acting, and Tae Kwon Do.
Ray is currently involved with
"ImagesUnseen,"a groupof student
artists that put on art exhibitions.
Ray hopes to become a great artist
sometimein the future.
In high school, he was Mr. AllAround. He was president of his
student council, captain of his varsity volleyball team, and basicalJy
the head honcho around campus.
However,Cornell has humbled him
to a lower state of mind. When he
first came to Cornell, what struck
him most was how all the students
were in the top ten percent of their
high schoolclasses. He realizedthat
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things weren't the same anymore.
New responsibilities,pressures,and
decisions would be coming his way
as his journey through Cornell continued.
His nameis Patara Yongvanich
'97, a freshman engineer who has
spent half of his life in the United
Statesand the other half in Thailand.
He spends a majority of his time
telling himself how much work he
has to do and how little time has to
actua1lydo it. But it works for him
and he's happy. As a pledge at
Acacia,he feelshe has finally found
his niche at Cornell. Along with a
senseof belonging,he ha<;also found
friendship, and of course Brotherhood. Time will ultimatelytell how
he will grow as a personand whathe
wil1be ahle to contributeto Acacia.
His hopesand expectationsare high.

A

From the Seat of the Social Chair
Chris Hill '95 (0995)

Oh, what a semester it has been.
After a subduedstart to the semester
the social calendar is beginning to
heat up. We had a greatsemi-formal
at the Lehigh Valley House despite
learning that our own house nearly
burneddown. We all neededa relaxing evening,and no fire was going to
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stop us.
Unfortunatelythe fire has pulled
us apart a bit since some of us are
unable to live in U1eHouse. As
social chair it is my job to keep the
Brotherhood together, so I threw a
mixer with Li<l>Z
from Ithaca College. Everyonehad a greattime and

The Stuff of Dreams: A Trip Into the
Mind of a Typical Cornell Student
Eric C. Wong '96 (0998)

"Ack! Wheredid my socks go?!"
I look down and see that my clothes
are disappearingslowly as I sit here
in my Math 294 lecture. "What's
happening? Yuk! There go my
pants!" People start to turn their
heads to look. Their bored frowns
from the monotonouslecture trans-

· fom1 into eager smiles. "Woa11,that
seat's cold against my bare butt!"
Then I realize that my boxers have
evaporated, leaving me nude from
the waist down. l pull my cxtralarge I-shirt down over my hips.
Eager smiles elevate into humiliating snickers. "Why me?!" I'm tlat
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about embarrassed. I was never one
of those guys who was very proud of
his body. I never had a magnet build
- actually, I was far from it. My arms
were so scrawny, and it seemed that
they gol scrawnier by the second.
My legs looked like fingers. "Maybe
no one's noticed." I desperately try
to convince myself that things are
okay. ''I guess ii could be
worse."
That's when the girl of my
dreams walks in. "Oh my
gosh, she looks so good today." She always dresses very
well. I guess her brilliant
smile, stunning voice, drop-dead
gorgeous straight-out-of-a-beercommercial body helps, too. It never
botheredme too much that I've never
talked to her except for one little
inb·oduction at 1hebeginning of the
year. I get excited. People start
laughing hard. I cover myself with
my hands, and the students laugh
harder. I guess they got lhe wrong
idea. The professor is clueless. He

l
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smiles and continues to teach, thinking that lhe students are laughing at
his silly math puns. How pathetic.
No, not the professor. Me. I'm the
pathetic one. "Argh, where's my tshirt?!"
Come to think of it, the professor
is pretty pathetic, too. He lectures so
poorly - I can never understand what
he's talking about. 1llings like
the gradient of a partial second-order differential equation
in which the ortononnal basis
has been skewed by the inverse coefficient of terminal
velocity. Nothing he says ever
registers. Except for, "1l1e mean on
the prelim last night was 64." 'Whew,
at least the mean on the prelim was
low. Wait. Prelim? Oh geezers and
duck droppings! Did I miss the prelim? Oh cripe! How could I miss a
prelim?" Panic!
Stress! Do I talk to the professor?
Nervous breakdown! What do I do?!
Game over, man!
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group of only 1,732 US members. His career focuses on improving
drinking water, a commitment he maintains both in and out of the
classroom. He has writtena book for non-engineers,Plain Talk About
Drinking Water, which answersmany common questionsin an easyto-read, conversational format.
Robert S. Fash '59 (0594) [c/o Smith Barney Shearson, 10960
Wilshire Blvd., Suite 2100, Los Angeles, CA 90024] plays golf
whenver he can, and returns to London at least once annually.
Carey W. Fletcher '58 (0596) [1624 Dole St. #1101, Honolulu,

HI 96822] sends best wishes on the regrowth of the Chapter.
Lt. Col. Ladis W. Amatulli '68 (0714) [3150 WindjammerDr.,
ColoradoSprings,CO 80920]is still workingat Loral Aerospace.He
spent some time making four video training tapes for US Swimming
and ANA (the international swimming governing body swimming
officials. He also spends time officiatingat swim meets around CO.
He became president of their homeowner's association, and spends
whatever spare lime he has skiing in Winter and Spring.
Jerry W. Kreider '68 (0720) [9 Narbrook Park, Narberth, PA

19072] spent 2 weeks last year touring Kenya and Tanzania while
daughter, Melissa was studying there. Enjoyed his 25th Cornell
Reunion in June talking with Acacians Rich Ahlfeld '68 (0713) and
Ladis Amatulli '68 (0714). Visited the elusive Sam Roberts '68
(0722) (perhapsCornell Acacia's only Cornell Sun managingeditor)
in NYC, and enjoyed observingtaping of Sam's TV news interview
show on NY One station.
John C. Gammel '77 (0826) [RD#l, Box 454, Womelsdorf,PA
19567]reports that all's well on the fann and at work. There's never
a lack of things to do.
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David J. Sangree '84 (0917) [137 Winthrop Rd., Columbus, OH
43214-3632]saw Scott Cardinali '84 (0918) in NJ while attending
a conferencein NYC. Dave is wonderingif any classmatesare going
to Cornell for their 10th Reunion.
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Robert D. Flickinger'47 (0434) [801 Le Brun Rd., Amherst,NY
14226] is still enjoyingthe best of both areas: WesternNY in spring

and summer (and winter holidays),and Floridain fall and winter.Bob
writes, "Hope your roof fund goes over the top - don't all roofs?"
William B. Gibson '48 (0437) [20 Grandview Ct, Danville,CA
?450?-6100) is still doing consulting work, developing artificial

mtel11genceprogramsfor Banks, travellingwhen possible. Bill will
be working on Cornell Alumni Reunion Committee for '98.
William Pendarvis Jr. '47 (0440) [11781 SE 162, Clackamas,
OR 97015] and wife, Betty, have travelled a bit the last two years.
They have visited China, Hong Kong, Philippines,Zimbabwe,South
Africa, Italy, and France.
RobertJ. Bergren '50 (0443) [120 Porter St., Easton,PA 18042]

was in Russia during the uprising last Fall, but had fortunately left
Moscow for St. Petersburgjust before the shooting started.
Robert H. Snider '48 (0455) [5 Little Spring Run, Fairport, NY
14450) is still active in Bushnell's Basin Fire Department. Now has

4 grandchildren.
Chester L. Pohl '51 (0495) [150 Verona Rd., RD Box 150,
Vernon, NY 13476-9735] and wife, Betty Baisley, are still living in
Vernon but are building a new home in nearby Sherrill. Daughter
Lindsay and family live in Wiesbaden, Germany, where she is PR
director for the American Armed Forces Church. Son, Stephen, is
attorney in Bozeman, Montana, and younger son, Dana, has been
drafted to run the family business: Pohl's Feedway (Agway) in
Vernon. The Pohls have been blessed with 7 grandchildren.

James M. Symons '54 (0534) [6315 Sanford Rd., Houston, TX
77096],Professorof Civil and EnvironmentalEngineeringat Univ. of
Houston Cullen College of Engineering, has heen inducted into the
National Academy of Engineering. This honor, among the highest
professional distinctions accorded an engineer, puts Jim in an elite
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One Man's Account of Turning 21
Kevin V. Slesinsky'95 (0987)

When I was thinking about a topic day, and one day before spring break,
for an article, I decided that I wanted it seemed like a good time to have a
to write something about that memo- twenty-first birthday. I'd celebrate
rable event in most people's lives of all break if I had to.
turning 21 years of age, the age at
I waited patiently back then,
which many things come to an end. knowing that as usual, I could find
It is the end of an era of illegal someone to get me alcohol of I
consumption of alcohol. An end to wanted it, not to mention the fact that
wishing you were old enough to get a year is actually a long time to wait.
intoabar(oranendtogeltinginwith
I wasn't extremely anxious about
a fake ID). It can also be a symbolic getting into bars, either, since there
end to your financial and emoare plenty of events or people
tional dependence upon your •
to hang out with here at the
parents. Finally, it is usually
House on weekends.
the b~ginning of the rest of
·:;:;:/:::::::
ll was only after I went on
your hfe.
•-:-:•:-:-:-:-:-:
Co-op in North Carolina last
I figured I would write on
··.......
··
fall that I stru1eddreading each
this topic because I was about
underage weekend that went
to turn 21, and didn't know what by. Theunderngepeoplelmetdidn't
type of celebration was in store for seem Jike much fun to be with, since
me. I thought I might write down my they weren't interested in looking
expectations first, then write a few for under-21 clubs to go to, and their
thoughts on my birthday itself, then idea of a good time on a Saturday
sum it all up now, a few weeks later. night was silting around (at their
This, of course, didn't happen be- respective apattments) watching old
cause I didn't really expect much, movies on TNT. That left the 21nothing much happened, and I would year olds, who seemed to know how
have had a very short article if I had to have fun, but who only wanted to
a just summed it up.
go to the over/under club (yes, U1ere
I used to have expectations, of was only one) a limited number of
course, starting about a year or so times, since there were dozens of
ago, when I would count down the other places to go.
days and check the calendars to see
When I asked what I had to do in
what day of the week il would fall on. order to find something fun to do or
Being on St. Patrick's day, a Thurs- in order to meet someone interesting
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to hang out with (expecting Lofind
out what other people used to do
before they turned 21), the usual
response was, "Get an ID." Then
when I inquired how to go about
doing that, U1eresponse was somerhinglike, "Find someonewho looks
like you." Other encouraging
Uloughtson the subject I've heard
are, "You haven't lived up to being
underage until you've gotten into a
har with a fake (or someone else's)
ID," and, "What do you mean you
don't have an ID?!"
Becauseof the lack of other things
to do, I ended up taking three
l 1-hour road trips back to
Ithacafor a mixer, Homecoming, and the lOOOUlBrother
Celebration. I was glad to
have gone to the latter since I •
got to see Wendell (Brother
Lewandowski)play the saxophone,
so I guess somethinggood did come
out being underage and not having
anything to do.
When I got back to Cornell in
January, with two months to go, I
was hit with more slaps in the face
when I beard about friends in my
class turning 21. "Do you want to
come out wiUlus to Co11egetown?
...
Oh, sorry, I forgot. You're not old
enough." Those of course were not
the wordsused or intended,but that's
what it sounded like from my point
of view.
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Then all the build-up and expectations came to end, not on the day I
turned 21, but six weeks before. I
hadn't particularly looked forward
to Wendell's 21st birthday, since I
knew I would not have been able to
go out and celebrate with him. My
general attitude that evening was
mostly resentful. "Fine. Go without
me. Have a great time. I'll go out
with you next month," I thought to
myself. Selfishly, the only thing I
was looking forward to was my own
birthday, when I would finally be
matureenough to handle alcohol and
its effects, or so says the law.
Suddenly it didn't matter
anymore. Going out and getting hammered was nothing to

~~~~~;:!
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to speak of. It reminded me of a taJk
I heard at an alcohol awareness program. A girl had quit drinking after
having some bad experiences, and
was talkingaboutwhat her 21st birthday was like. She said it was just a
nice, quiet evening and she didn't
drink anything all night. She had no
shots and no hangover. But she was
able to remember it the next day,
without her friends having to tell her
had happened. And she was able to
tell other people about it, even if it
wasn't all that memorable.
Mine didn't seem all that memorable, either. But an important point
I have to remind myself is that I'm
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alive now and able to tell my story.
Maybe that wouldn't have been, if a
tragedy hadn't occurred six weeks
earlier. Maybe I would have had a
hangover to remember instead of a
mostly uneventful day. Maybe I'd
still be hearing new stories of stupid
things I did that night. Regardless,
the one thing I damn well wish I
could be remembering now is celebrating my birthday with Wendell.
But I guess I'll forgive him for
not being there. After all, I'm sure
he'd forgive me for not being there
on his birthday.
Some things are just unexplainable.

~;1:~~~:-·

pid things wasn't funny anymore. Downing a lot of alcohol
wasn't considered impressive anymore. And shouldn't be.
And so, all the waiting and buildup and anticipation of finally being
legal ended for Wendell and me at
the same time. And I feel like I
missed the celebration.
When my own birthday rolled
around, a few unknowing people
asked me what I'd be doing to celebrate. "Don't have too manyshots,"
was typical. But there was only one
shot during tlle half-hour I was out
with the die-hards, and no hangover

Charles 0. Willits '25 (0261) [265 Medford Leas, Medford, NJ
08055] is very active at 92, and even took a bus trip to NY. He writes
that it's always nice to receive the Traveler.
Owen L. French '38 (0344) [Box 333 Park Ave., Contoocook,
NH 03229] enjoyed his Homecoming visit and Cornell's football
victory over Yale. Owen travelled to Switzerland on a combined
Cornell-Princeton alumni trip sponsored by the Cornell Alumni
Affairs Office.
Dr. Wilber C. Maker '44 (0419) [RR#l Box 376, Windsor, VT
05089] has recently moved from Massachusetts to Vermont.

